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Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 

Price with discount $169.99

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price $169.99

Sales price without tax $169.99

Discount 

Tax amount 

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Welcome to a whole new level of drifting with the 4WD belt driven, high performance Thunder Drift!

Quality drifting requires precision driving to consistently challenge the line between control and chaos. A combination of brushed motor and
special RC drift tires allow the Thunder Drift to slide effortlessly around corners, while the high performance belt drive system provides an edge
over the typical drifter.

Say goodbye to gear slop with the high performance belt drive system, which is adjustable for smooth precision operation.

A forward and reverse ESC allow the Thunder Drift to back out of trouble so drifting domination can continue. A 2.4GHz radio system provides
reliable control for precision maneuverability.

Blue anodized aluminum threaded body oil filled shocks allow the driver to quickly adjust ride height and put more tension on a single wheel for
precise tuning. Shock dampening can also be tuned by adding different weight oils inside the shocks, or by swapping out the pistons.
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The Thunder drift's 4 wheel independent suspension is also tunable. Easily adjust camber with the turn of a wrench to achieve the drifting setup
you like.

Ready to run, the Thunder Drift high performance drift car comes complete with rechargeable battery pack and charger.

Quit driving inside the lines and use the whole road with the high performance Thunder Drift!

Features:

Motor Type: 22T RC540 Brushed Motor
Chassis Type: Plastic
Radio System: 2.4GHz Radio System
Speed Control: 40a Brushed Waterproof ESC
Battery: 7.2v 2000mAh NiMh & Charger Included

 

Specifications:

Height: 112mm
Width: 200mm
Length: 360mm
Wheelbase: 260mm
Ground Clearance: 4.5mm
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